LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
7 required (4 female, 3 either gender) and 3 optional (1 female, 2 either gender)
Your pre-game website is http://yourmysteryparty.com/doomdiamond

SUSPECT

DR. DOOM

Chemist & Heir of
Doom Mansion
Required Either
Gender

DR. GRAPE

Physics Professor
Required Either
Gender

MISS CRIMSON
Actress

Required Female

GENERAL DIJON
Military General and
Hunter
Required Either
Gender

JADE

Hair Tonic Salesperson
Required Either
Gender

MS. IVORY
Housekeeper

Required Female

MS. PHEASANT
High Society Socialite
Required Female

MISS GRAY
Lawyer

Optional Female
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BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED ATTIRE

Dr. Doom is an infamous chemist and the heir of Doom
Mansion. This doc has burned many bridges and made
many enemies in the past, but recently came to a point
in life with the desire to make everything right with
associates and former loved ones.

Trendy suit with slicked
back hair. Glasses as an
optional accessory.

Dr. Grape is an absent-minded physics professor and
former colleague of Dr. Doom. Dr. Grape is the
estranged sibling of the housekeeper of the Doom
Mansion, Ms. Ivory.

Tattered business suit,
glasses. Hair should be
unkempt. As an
alternative, wear a mad
scientist costume.

Miss Crimson is the beautiful niece of Dr. Doom and
famous film actress. She is the younger sister of Ms.
Pheasant. However, Miss Crimson and her
controversial sister have been at odds for years.

Glamorous evening gown.
Hair should be in an
elegant hairstyle.

General Dijon is the one to keep order in any room. An
avid military officer and hunter, rumor has it The
General sleeps with a grenade in one hand and a
revolver under the pillow.

Any type of military
clothing. A fake revolver
or shot gun as an optional
prop.

This slimy con artist is one to stay away from, as Jade
will make a shady business deal with anyone who is
foolish enough to sign on the dotted line.

Any type of tacky suit with
fake hair tonic bottles as
optional props.

Ms. Ivory is the sarcastic housekeeper of the Doom
Mansion and five-time widow. Ms. Ivory keeps the
mansion clean and in perfect order, but she doesn’t get
along with anyone.

Any type of
maid/housekeeper
costume. A feather duster
as an optional prop.

Ms. Pheasant is a wealthy socialite. She is the niece of
Dr. Doom and older sister of Miss Crimson. A
controversial eight-time widow, she’s been a suspect in
each of her late husbands’ murder cases.

A prim and proper
appetizer dress. A bag of
fake money as an optional
prop.

This legal diva, who only sees the black and white of
things, is the no-nonsense attorney of Dr. Doom. This
debate queen lacks a personality.

A gray business suit with a
briefcase as an optional
prop.

PRINCESS
FUCHSIA

Princess of Zamkiki

Princess Fuchsia is Dr. Doom’s friend from a small
island off of the coast of South Africa called Zamkiki.
She is an avid collector and enthusiastic world traveler.

A princess costume with a
tiara.

Chef Ginger has a personality as spicy as the chef’s
delectable dishes! This is one chef that will be the first
to tell it like it is! Chef Ginger is sharp, as nothing gets
by this knife-wielding culinary genius!

A chef’s uniform. A
spatula as an optional
prop.

Optional Female

CHEF GINGER
Executive Chef

Optional Either
Gender
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